Abstract-Packet loss is inevitable in video multicast. In this paper, we propose and study an effective feedback-free loss recovery scheme for layered video which combines forward error correction (FEC) and stream replication. In our scheme, the server multicasts the video in parallel with FEC packets and a number of replicated delayed (ReD) version of the stream. Receivers autonomously and dynamically join the FEC and ReD streams to repair their losses. On the server side, we analyze and optimize the number of replicated streams and FEC packets to meet a certain residual loss requirement (i.e., error after correction). On the receiver side, we analyze the optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets to minimize its loss. We also present a fast yet accurate approximation algorithm for receiver to make such decision. We show that FEC combined with merely one or two replicated streams can effectively reduce the residual error rate (by as much as 50%) as compared with pure FEC or replication alone. Both subjective and objective video measures confirm that our recovery scheme achieves much better visual quality.
Video Loss Recovery With FEC and Stream Replication
(FEC) such as the Reed-Solomon correction code is often used. In traditional FEC, for every source packets, the server introduces parity packets to make up a codeword of packets. So long as a client receives at least out of the packets, it can recover all the source packets.
FEC, though feedback-free, suffers from a weakness: the number of lost source packets has to be compensated by the receipt of at least the same number of parity packets in order to recover all of the source packets; otherwise, all the parity packets are received in vain. This aggressive "all-or-none" error recovery strategy adversely limits the usefulness of FEC when the loss is (momentarily) high.
To overcome the above weakness, we propose the use of replicated and delayed (ReD) streams to combine with FEC. In our scheme, the server replicates a stream and multicasts them in a delayed manner in parallel with the FEC packets. Since the ReD packets are simply the source packets, they are used to first incrementally recover some of the lost packets. In this way, FEC can be applied more effectively to repair the remaining lost ones. The receivers, depending on their local losses, autonomously joins the recovery streams consisting of the FEC and ReD streams so as to minimize its residual loss rate.
In Fig. 1 , we show the receiver-driven multicast system under consideration. The server encodes the video stream into multiple layers [7] , [8] . FEC and ReD packets are introduced to each layer as recovery streams. All these layers and recovery streams are multicast in parallel to different groups. The loss probability of the clients may vary over time and widely (from as low as nearly zero to as high as tens of percent). In addition, the receivers may have heterogeneous end-to-end bandwidth which may vary over time. Depending on its local bandwidth, loss probability and loss pattern, a client autonomously chooses the appropriate mix of FEC and ReD packets to maximize its video quality.
We consider that both FEC and ReD packets may also be lost. Given a certain receiver bandwidth, there is an optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets to minimize loss. Suppose a receiver loses a certain number of source packets. If it gets only FEC packets, it has the risk that if the resultant number of correctly-received FEC packets is less than , all the FEC packets received are useless. On the other hand, if it gets only ReD packets, due to random packet loss, it may end up receiving duplicate copies of the same lost packet. Since multiple copies of a packet are as good as a single one, the recovery is not effective. There is hence an optimal mix of FEC and ReD packets. The residual loss rate can be markedly reduced using our hybrid scheme. As a simple illustration, consider a server which, for every source packets, sends out recovery packets. A receiver has enough bandwidth to get at most ten recovery packets for every source packets. It is experiencing a (momentary) loss rate of , with the source and recovery packets lost with the same probability. Based on analysis (discussed later in Section III), we show in Table I the residual loss rate for the receiver using pure FEC (i.e., 60 FEC packets for every 30 source packets), pure ReD (i.e., two replicated streams), and our hybrid scheme (30 FEC packets and one replicated stream). Our hybrid scheme clearly out-performs all the other schemes.
We hence address the following three important issues in the system.
1) Server Transmission:
The server is designed with a certain target receiver in mind which experiences a typical high (maximum) packet loss rate. It has to decide the number of FEC packets and ReD streams for each layer so as to meet a certain residual error rate requirement (say, 2-5%) for this receiver. 2) Receiver Selection: The receiver has to decide the optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets in order to minimize its residual error rate, given its local loss pattern and probability, and the server transmission "menu." 3) Fast Allocation Algorithm at the Receiver: Given that network conditions are dynamic and some clients may have low processing capabilities, we devise fast and simple algorithms and closed-form expressions for the receiver to determine the optimal composition of FEC and ReD packets for each layer in order to meet a certain residual error requirement. We briefly discuss previous work as follows. In multicast, ARQ and FEC are usually studied in the context of providing reliable service [9] - [15] . Since meeting a certain delay constraint is not a major concern in these works, they cannot be directly applied to real-time video multicast with a certain delivery deadline as we consider here. Our work uses ARQ in the form of ReD packet to eliminate feedback and hence implosion problem. Some other work focuses on building logical repair trees for retransmission so as to efficiently recover errors [16] , [17] . Our scheme, as opposed to them, is feedback-free with the use of ReD and FEC packets. Our work makes use of layered FEC as discussed in [18] , [19] , but differs by addressing the optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets. Applying FEC in wireless channel has been explored in [20] - [22] . However, all of them are based on pure FEC instead of the hybrid scheme we propose here. Combining FEC and ARQ has shown to be effective in [23] - [28] . However, these schemes are studied in the context of reliable multicast, where the objective is to minimize the number of packets sent. We differ by addressing how to effectively recover loss given a certain deadline constraint. An orthogonal work on how to handle network congestion due to stream replication has been discussed in [29] . This can be combined with ours to achieve better recovery. We extend the work in [30] by presenting fast allocation algorithms here. There has been much work on unequal error protection for video transmission (see, for examples, [31] - [38] ). The work focuses on how to better protect video sequence against loss through various coding techniques. The UEP codes are usually embedded into the video stream and transmitted together in a single channel. As opposed to this, we consider multiple recovery channels which a receiver may dynamically join to effectively repair their lost packets. Our scheme is orthogonal and complementary to them, and can be applied in conjunction with UEP to further reduce residual error rate.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we describe the system and its problem formulation. The analysis on residual error rate is then presented in Section III. In Section IV, we present the fast allocation algorithm at the receiver. We show in Section V some illustrative numerical results. We finally conclude in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM OPERATION
In this section, we describe the system in regards to server and receiver operations and formulate the problems. Without loss of generality, we focus in this section on a particular video layer of a certain bandwidth. The issue of multiple layers and the joint allocation of bandwidth, FEC, and ReD packets for each layer will be discussed in Section IV.
A. Server Operation
The time is divided into slots of fixed length. In each slot, the server multicasts fixed-size source packets and recovery packets. We show the server's transmission schedule at time slots and in Fig. 2 . At time slot , the server sends source packets labeled as . The recovery packets corresponding to the block are sent in the following time slot in parallel as shown. If the layer is replicated times, all the ReD streams are transmitted using different groups with a total of ReD packets. There are also FEC packets transmitted in another multicast group, where
We call the menu of the server. A receiver may join the multicast groups to get the necessary recovery packets at the beginning of slot upon discovering errors at the end of slot . (Such join and leave mechanisms to get recovery packets has also been used in [39] ).
B. Receiver Operation
A receiver periodically estimates its loss rate and bandwidth in each slot [40] - [43] . Let be the receiver's bandwidth in terms of the maximum number of (correct or not) packets it can receive in one time slot. In other words, the receiver can subscribe at most recovery packets in a slot . We further let be the loss probability of a packet in a slot, independent identically distributed over all packets in the slot. Note that is the spot rate and hence may vary from slot to slot. For the sake of simplicity, we will assume that both and are constant over time in this paper even though our system does not require them to be so.
At each slot, a receiver selectively joins a subset of the recovery streams, i.e., the ReD and FEC streams, depending on its loss condition. More concretely, out of the source packets the receiver subscribes in time slot , a random number, say , of the packets are lost . The recovery is done at slot boundaries according to the following steps.
1) A receiver always joins the stream with the source packets. 2) At the end of slot , the receiver knows and makes a decision on how many FEC and ReD packets to get in slot . Let and be the number of FEC and ReD packets to get, respectively. Note that both and are random numbers and functions of . 3) At the beginning of slot , the receiver selectively joins the respective recovery streams for durations enough to get FEC and ReD packets. Note that some of these FEC and ReD packets may be received in error. 4) At the end of slot , the receiver performs error correction based on the source packets correctly received at the end of slot and the corresponding recovery packets correctly received at the end of slot . The video packets after correction is then played back. 5) The time is now advanced to slot , and the process repeats. Clearly, the maximum delay of this scheme is two slots, which is also the start-up delay. We show in Table II the relationship among start-up delay, end-to-end receiver bandwidth and , given a packet size of 1000 bytes and negligible join and leave latencies. We clearly see that may range from the order of 10 to 100, depending on the applications. If join and leave latency is nonnegligible, would be correspondingly reduced.
Note that the receiver may subscribe to more than one copy of its lost packets, i.e.,
. In this case, because the loss is independent and random, to maximize the recovery probability, the number of copies should be the same for all the lost packets. More specifically, let and be two consecutive integers. Further let and be the number of lost packets with copies and , respectively. We have
These equations yield that the receiver gets copies of lost packets and copies of the remainder of the lost packets.
C. Problem Formulations
Given the system operation, we formulate and solve the following two problems.
1) Server Transmission:
The server designs its menu for a target receiver experiencing a certain loss probability ( may be the maximum loss rate the receivers are likely to experience). Note that can be much higher than , the actual loss rate experienced by any receiver in the system. We assume that the target receiver always uses the optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets so as to minimize its bandwidth. The objective is to come up with a menu such that the target receiver meet a certain residual error rate . The server transmission problem is hence formulated as 2) Receiver Selection: Given a server menu , a receiver with bandwidth and lost packets has to determine the optimal pair (both functions of ) so as to minimize its residual loss rate . The problem of receiver selection is hence posed as where the last set of inequalities is due to receiver bandwidth constraint and what is available in the server menu.
III. ANALYSIS ON RESIDUAL ERROR RATE
In this section, we analyze the overall residual error rate given a loss probability . Clearly, in server transmission problem, the loss probability is replaced by for the target receiver; for a receiver, the loss probability is the local measured value for the slot. We show some of the important nomenclature used in this paper in Table III. Let be the receiver's residual error rate given losses of the source packets. By conditioning on and noting that is binomial-distributed, we have (3) Let be the total number of source packets received in a slot after error correction, given losses in the source packets. Clearly, (4) From (3) and (4), can be obtained once we know , which we discuss next.
Let be the random variable of the number of FEC packets correctly received . Since each of the packets are lost independently with probability , we have (5) Further let be the number of distinct source packets correctly received due to ReD packets in the block . Clearly, if , all losses are repaired; otherwise, the FEC packets received are useless. Therefore, is given by (6) Therefore,
In order to obtain and , we need to consider two cases:
(single copy of a lost packet) and (multiple copies of a lost packet). In this case, the receiver subscribes a single copy of lost source packets. Since all the ReD packets are distinct, we have
Therefore,
where (10) • Case II:
The receiver subscribes multiple copies of the lost source packets. Let the number of copies be , where . For simplicity, we consider a real number. (We have done an exact analysis on using integral , i.e., and as in (1) and (2) and the results are very similar. See Appendix A for the detailed analysis.) To recover a lost packet, at least one out of the copies has to be received correctly, which is with probability . Therefore Furthermore, we have (11) where (12) (13) Equation (9) or (11) can then be used to obtain in (7), which in turn can be used to obtain in (4). then finally leads to as given in (3) .
Given these expressions, we can then solve server transmission and client selection problems as follows.
• Server transmission This problem can be solved with Algorithm 1 based on exhaustive search. By noting that decreases with increasing , we increase from until is reached. This is what the first outer loop does in the algorithm. For a given and , we search for the optimal , and hence , to achieve the minimum (the innermost for loops). The • Receiver selection The selection problem can be solved according to Algorithm 2 based on exhaustive search. Given and , the receiver iterates on , and hence , so as to find a pair which minimizes (the for loop). 
end if
Calculate "(l) given p; l; n and n =? Record the minimum " and the corresponding selection (n (l); n (l))
end if end for
We remark before leaving this section that our equations are also applicable to pure FEC and pure ReD cases by substituting and , respectively. Doing so, we have, for pure FEC scheme (i.e., ),
For the pure ReD case, we have (19) and hence (20) IV. FAST ALLOCATION ALGORITHMS FOR MULTIPLE VIDEO LAYERS Our previous algorithm on receiver selection is based on exhaustive search. Though accurate, it is computationally intensive (it is not hard to see that its time complexity is ). 2 Since the receiver needs to compute the number of FEC and ReD packets at the slot boundaries, some fast but accurate approach is desirable. This is especially true for receivers with low processing capability such as handhelds. Such fast approximation would also be useful when we have a client of a certain aggregate bandwidth which needs to be partitioned among video layers efficiently to meet some residual error requirement. 2 The proof is as follows. The algorithm is based on linear search on n , which is of of range n 0 K. Given l lost packets out of K packets, we calculate the receiver's residual error rate " for each pair of (n ; n ). This iteration takes O(n) time. The time to compute combinatorials is O(n ) (based on triangular computation). Since we are summing up the combinatorials O(n) times [ (9) or (11)], the complexity of computing " is hence O(n ). The total complexity for receiver selection is therefore O(n ). For server menu creation, since it in addition has to run an outer iteration loop to search for an optimal n, it is of complexity O(n ).
In this section, we consider the joint allocation of layer bandwidth, FEC, and ReD packets, such that a certain error requirement in each layer is met. Specifically, we consider a multicasting video layers, with the base layer labeled as layer 0, and the enhancement layers labeled as layer . Each layer is transmitted independently and in parallel along with its error recovery packets from the server. Each layer may have different loss rate and residual loss requirement, i.e., for layer . In general, . Consider an arbitrary receiver of aggregate bandwidth . Let be the minimum bandwidth of layer meeting the error requirement of the layer. Clearly, if is the number of layers the client joins, we have (21) We propose fast algorithms for the following problems. 1) How to determine ? (This problem is analogous to finding the target receiver's minimum bandwidth in the server's transmission problem); and 2) Given and a certain number of losses , how to determine the optimal combination of FEC and ReD packets, ? (This problem is the same as solving the receiver selection problem for a single layer). Our algorithms are based on closed form expressions, and hence reduces the complexity substantially to . We elaborate more on the algorithms as follows.
A. Fast Approximation of Layer Bandwidth
In this section, we present how to find an approximated value for . With loss of generality, consider an arbitrary layer with bandwidth and loss probability . We find corresponding to the pure FEC scheme (i.e., ). This is clearly a pessimistic case, as our hybrid scheme performs better than pure FEC. We show that the derived this way only slightly over-estimates as compared with the approach based on exhaustive search.
Recall from (17) that . Therefore, from (4), where we have used, for simplicity, a deterministic model that . Assuming that , we have
Note that is a random variable of binomial distribution, which we further approximate by a Gaussian distribution with mean and standard deviation (this approximation is good when is reasonably large, say greater than 5). Therefore, (22) where is a random variable of a normal distribution with mean 0 and standard deviation 1.
It is well-known that the tail of the normal distribution can be approximated by an exponential function [44] , i.e., where and
We may equivalently write (23) for some function . Through experiments, we find that (a constant) for most of the cases of our interest. Therefore, using (22), we have (24) which can be solved for . Setting
, we obtain the larger root of the above equation as the approximated value for and set . The number of layers the receiver joins is such that (25) 
B. Fast Approximation on the Optimal Selection Given
In this section, we present a fast approximation for the optimal selection of FEC and ReD packets given layer bandwidth , and the loss probability of the layer . To derive the approximation for , we first observe from (6) that (based on the deterministic model on ). Since the residual error rate is low, we have , which yields . Taking into the account the constraint on the maximum number of recovery packets (given by ) and the server menu constraint (given by ), we therefore have (26) The corresponding approximation for is hence (27) Note that (26) and (27) are based on closed form expressions without any iterative search and hence are of complexity .
V. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present illustrative numerical results for server transmission and receiver selection problems, using the baseline parameters % (corresponding to a startup delay of one to two seconds in Table II) , and (which means that we design the server menu with the maximum loss rate among all the receivers at any time being 0.4). Note that the actual receiver loss rate may be much lower than . We vary some of these parameters while keeping the rest the same in our plots. We first present results for the exact analysis, and finally we show how well our fast algorithms agree with the exact analysis. In Sections V-A and V-B, we consider single layer video, while in Section V.C we consider multiple video layers.
A. Server Transmission
We first show that there is indeed an optimal mix to minimize . We show in Fig. 3 versus for a receiver with lost packets. Recall that ; therefore, as increases, correspondingly decreases. As increases, first decreases to a minimum and then increases, showing clearly the trade-off between FEC and ReD packets. There is indeed an optimal mix to achieve the minimum . The plot shows that the optimal policy would be first to recover partially the lost packets with the use of ReD packets, and then use FEC to repair the rest. Note that the case corresponds to the pure FEC case while the case corresponds to the pure ReD case. A mix of RED and FEC packets can achieve a substantial reduction in as compared to the pure policies (cut by 50% here). Fig. 4 shows the composition of in server transmission against . When increases, both and increase in order to reduce the residual loss to the target . The discrete jumps in the recovery packets is due to a new replicated stream, i.e., a jump of packets ( is an integer multiple of ). The more gentle increase in bandwidth after each jump is due to the increase in FEC. For our baseline of , the server provides replicated delayed streams and FEC packets. The figure clearly shows replicating streams once or twice can effectively reduce the residual loss rate of the receivers. 
B. Receiver Selection
In this section, we present results for receiver selection problem. In Fig. 5 , we plot the optimal selection and versus the number of losses for a receiver with and when the server is designed with (i.e., with ). Clearly, when is low, the optimal policy would be just to subscribe FEC packets. On the other hand, when is high, the optimal policy would be pure ReD packets. For intermediate , the optimal policy would be a mix of FEC and RED packets.
We next compare in Fig. 6 the resultant for pure FEC, pure ReD, and our hybrid scheme versus . Clearly, increases with . There is a point of beyond which increases rapidly. We see that when is low, pure FEC is more effective than pure ReD. On the other hand, when is high, pure ReD scheme outperforms pure FEC scheme. Our scheme traces the lower envelop of both curves and performs the best. It substantially reduces the residual error rate, especially for intermediate . For example, when , our scheme reduces by almost half.
We finally compare the three schemes in terms of the resultant video quality by using H.263 video sequences. In Fig. 7 , we present the objective comparison among the schemes with the foreman sequence, where the PSNR values of the decoded video sequence versus is plotted ( and a packet size of 1024 bytes). When is small, the three schemes have similar PSNR due to low residual error. As increases, the PSNR, and hence video quality, degrades. The pure FEC scheme performs better than the pure ReD scheme when is low, while the ReD scheme out-performs FEC when is high. Once again, the PSNR of the hybrid scheme is higher than the other two schemes (by many dB). It is especially significant as increases.
We show the subjective comparison of a typical video frame from the pure FEC and hybrid schemes in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively . Clearly, the visual quality of the video using pure FEC scheme is much worse than the hybrid scheme. 
C. Fast Allocation Algorithms
In this section, we show how close our approximation algorithms are as compared to the exact analysis. We plot and versus in Fig. 9 based on the solving of (24). The two curves are very close, indicating that our approximation is very good. Our approximation slightly over-estimates the optimal value due to the fact that it is based on the more pessimistic pure FEC scheme.
Using the approximated pair as given in (26) and (27), we can calculate the corresponding residual error rate for the receiver. We compare the resultant residual error rate using our approximation and the optimal based on exhaustive search in Fig. 10 , given a server menu designed with ( , and ). Clearly, our approximation is very close, indicating that it is good.
VI. CONCLUSION
In video multicast, packet losses have to be mitigated in order to offer good-quality video. In this paper, we propose and study a feedback-free loss recovery scheme which combines FEC with stream replication. The server multicasts FEC and replicated delayed (ReD) streams to clients, and the clients, depending on their local loss rate, autonomously and dynamically subscribe to these recovery packets to repair their losses. We consider that all packets are subject to losses. For the server, we study how many replicated streams and FEC packets are necessary to meet a certain residual loss requirement, while for the receiver, we investigate the optimal mix of FEC and ReD packets to minimize residual loss. We finally present fast but accurate algorithms for the receivers on the joint allocation of layer bandwidths, FEC and ReD packets so as to meet a certain error requirement for each layer.
We have presented an analysis of the proposed system. Our results show that, given a certain server bandwidth, the residual loss rate can be effectively reduced if both FEC and ReD streams are used. The optimal recovery policy is a mixture of FEC and ReD packets: the ReD packets are used to recover partially the set of lost packets, and FEC is used to repair the rest. This policy achieves a substantial reduction in the residual error rate as compared to pure FEC or pure ReD alone (by more than 50% in our experiments). Our fast approximation algorithms for joint allocation are based on direct closed-form expressions and hence are of much lower complexity (reduced from to for allocation of layer bandwidth, and from to for optimal FEC and ReD packets allocation, where is the number of packets received in the startup delay of the system). Our approximation algorithms achieve similar performance as the exact solutions based on direct computation and exhaustive search.
APPENDIX I EXACT ANALYSIS ON
Here we present the exact analysis of the system for the case . Recall that the receiver subscribes copies of ReD packets for lost packets and copies for lost packets, where , and . Let and be the random variables of received packets out of the and ReD packets, respectively. Clearly, (A1) (A2) 
Therefore, (A3)
Equations (11)- (13) remain the same as before. In Fig. 11 , we show the comparison of residual error rate between the cases using the based on real number (Section III) and based on using integral (i.e., using and above) for a receiver with loss rate . Clearly, there is little difference between them. Therefore, may be taken as continuous for simplicity, as in our previous analysis.
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